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Introduction Background

Utility death spiral?

“[A]s grid maintenance costs go up and the capital cost of renewable energy
moves down, more customers will be encouraged to leave the grid. In turn, that
pushes grid costs even higher for the remainder of customers, who then have
even more incentive to become self-sufficient. Meanwhile, utilities are stuck
with a growing pile of stranded assets.” (Greentech Media, March 4, 2014)
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Introduction Background

Would US utilities follow their German
counterparts?

Downward pressure on electric utilities’ sales in the United States

• Slowing growth in energy/electricity demand

• Improvement in energy efficiency

• Policy focus on distributed generation (as opposed to centralized
generations by utilities via the grid) and energy-efficiency improvement
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Introduction Background

Slowing growth in the U.S. electricity demand

U.S. Energy Information Administration www.eia.gov/aeo#AEO2017U.S. Energy Information Administration
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Electricity use continues to increase—

U.S. Energy Information Administration www.eia.gov/aeo#AEO2017U.S. Energy Information Administration 76

• In recent history, the growth in electricity demand has slowed as older equipment was replaced with 
newer, more efficient stock, as efficiency standards were implemented and technology change occurred, 
particularly in lighting and other appliances.  The demographic and economic factors driving this trend 
included slowing population growth and a shifting economy toward less energy-intensive industries.

• While growth in the economy and electricity demand remain linked, historically the linkage has continued 
to shift toward much slower electricity demand growth relative to economic growth.

• Growth in electricity demand, while relatively low historically, begins to rise slowly across the projection 
period as demand for electric services is only partially offset by regulatory compliance and efficiency 
gains in electricity-using equipment.

• Growth in direct use generation above growth in sales is primarily the result of the adoption of rooftop 
photovoltaic (PV) and natural gas-fired combined heat and power (CHP).

—but the rate of growth remains lower than historic averages in the 
Reference case

Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration, Annual Energy Outlook 2017.
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Introduction Background

Energy efficiency improvement in the United
States

Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration, Annual Energy Outlook 2014, May 7,
2014.
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Introduction Background

Rise in Solar PV installations

Source: Deutsche Bank.
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Introduction Background

What is Revenue Decoupling

• Under traditional utility regulation, electric rates are fixed by regulation
(between rate cases); updated only upon changing circumstances

• Under revenue decoupling (RD), utility is allowed to adjust electric rates
(between rate cases) to maintain its revenue when its sales decrease
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Introduction Background

How Revenue Decoupling Works (An Example)

Without decoupling With decoupling
Revenue Requirement Calculation

(Based on expenses, allowed return, taxes)
Price Calculation

Revenue Requirement $115,384,615
Sales Forecast (kWh) 1,000,000,000
Actual Sales (kWh) 990,000,000
Unit Price ($/kWh) 0.1154 0 .1166
Decoupling Adjustment ($/kWh) −− 0 .0012
Actual Revenue $114,230,769 $115,384,615

Source: The Regulatory Assistance Project (RAP), 2011.
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Introduction Background

How RD worksHow	  Revenue	  Decoupling	  Works	  
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Introduction Background

How RD works IIHow	  Revenue	  Decoupling	  Works	  
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Introduction Background

Implementation of RD in the United States
1990s-2012

Since 1990’s 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

California California California California California California California California
Vermont* Idaho Idaho Connecticut Connecticut Connecticut Connecticut

Maryland Maryland Idaho Hawaii Hawaii Hawaii
New York New York Maryland Idaho Idaho Idaho
Vermont* Vermont* Michigan Maryland Maryland Maryland

New York Michigan Massachusetts Massachusetts
Oregon New York Michigan Michigan

Vermont* Oregon New York New York
Washington, DC Vermont* Oregon Ohio

Wisconsin Washington, DC Vermont* Oregon
Wisconsin Washington, DC Rhode Island

Wisconsin Vermont*
Washington, DC

Wisconsin
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Introduction Overview

Questions to be addressed

• Big Picture: What regulation aligns utilities’ incentives with
demand-reducing technology/programs (i.e., distributed generation,
energy efficient technology)?

• Focus of this presentation: How does RD influence consumers and the
utility?
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Introduction Overview

What we did...

• formulated a simple theoretical model with distributed generation and an
electric service provider, which them allowed us assess welfare
implications of two regimes:(1) traditional rate-of-return and (2) under
revenue decoupling.

• investigated empirically the impacts of RD on electricity prices by
exploiting the variations in the timing of RD adoption amongst utilities

• provided an indication on how RD influences welfare in each state after
considering the social cost of emission, allowing us to have a better
understanding of the welfare implications of sustained solar subsidies in
these states.
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Introduction Overview

Main results

• RD generated significant increase in the price, consistent with the model
prediction and contrary to the earlier findings.

• The excess burden of providing subsidy to promote distributed generation
(e.g. rooftop PVs) is higher under RD regime.

• Contrary to how decoupling is specified on dockets in many states,
decoupling adjustments have not been implemented symmetrically.

• RD has generated negative effects in most states. This is because the
retail electricity prices tend to exceed the social marginal costs of
electricity generation in most states with decoupling in 2011, which
implies that further price increases due to RD would further amplify the
distortions due to gaps in the price and the marginal costs.
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Economic Model of RD Model

Model of utility regulation with revenue
decoupling

• Consumers choose electricity consumption from the grid; decide whether
to invest in energy efficiency (e.g., home weatherization, solar panels)

• An electric utility provides electricity subject to regulation (natural
monopoly)

• Two forms of regulation: traditional rate-of-return regulation and revenue
decoupling
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Economic Model of RD Model

Household-level decision I

• Consumer i ’s utility: ui(ei ,yi) = vi(ei) + yi with total electricity
consumption ei and consumption of numeraire yi (v ′i > 0,v ′′i < 0)

• Each household chooses consumption of electricity from electric utility
(xi ); chooses whether to invest in distributed generation, di = 0 or 1

• If di = 1, generates electricity service worth gi ≥ 0

• So total electricity consumption is ei = xi + digi .

• Income mi (wage and share of profits from electric utility)
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Economic Model of RD Model

Household-level decision II

• Consumer i solves

max
xi≥0,di∈{0,1}

vi(xi + digi) + yi

s.t. pxi + f + qdi + yi ≤mi

where p > 0: price of electricity from the grid; f > 0: fixed fee to access
grid; q > 0: price of investment towards distributed generation.

• Utility-maximizing conditions:

v ′i (xi + digi) = p;

di = 1 if gi ≥ q/p;

di = 0 if gi < q/p.
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Economic Model of RD Model

Aggregate consumer decision

• Order consumers in terms of distributed generation potential: gi > gj if
i < j
• h(n): total distributed energy generated when households 0 to n invest:

h(n)≡
∫ n

0 gidi (and hence gn = h′(n)).
• With v defined as

v(e) = max
(ei )i∈(0,N)

∫ N

0
vi(ei)di s.t.

∫ N

0
eidi ≤ e,

consumers’ utility-maximizing choice maximizes

v(x + h(n)) + y

subject to an aggregate budget constraint px + qn + y ≤M (where
M ≡

∫ N
0 midi)

v ′(x + h(n)) = p; (1)

h′(n) = q/p. (2)

→ yields demand x(p,q) and n(p,q) given prices p,q.
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Economic Model of RD Model

Electric utility

• Natural monopoly, with marginal cost c > 0 and a fixed cost F > 0

• (Integrated utility; or a distributor with IRS and market power)

• Utility’s profit is

π = px + Nf − cx−F .

• Assume p > c

• f small (Nf is smaller than F ): volumetric price involves a markup and
fixed fees are not sufficient to cover the fixed cost (Borenstein, 2012).
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Economic Model of RD Model

Regulatory regimes

Alternative regulation on p between rate cases
1 Traditional rate-of-return regulation (noRD): electric rate is fixed in the

short run at p̄, a level approved by the public utilities commissions
(Joskow, 1974)

2 Revenue Decoupling (RD): electric rate is adjusted so that the revenue is
maintained at a pre-approved level
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Effects of RD Changes in the cost of solar panels

Economic impacts with and without decoupling

What happens when q, the cost of investment in distributed energy, drops?
Or when the subsidy on investment, s, increases?
Between rate cases, with utility’s capital fixed:

Utility’s sales Price Utility’s profit
Without RD ↓ — ↓
With RD ↓ ↑ —
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Effects of RD Changes in the cost of solar panels

Welfare effects of revenue decoupling

What happens to welfare when s, the subsidy on distributed energy
investment, increases:

Wr = u(xr + h(nr ))−pxr −qnr + [pxr − cxr −F ]− snr

= u(xr + h(nr ))− cxr − q̄nr −F ,

where q̄ = q− s

Proposition 6 Welfare decreases with and without RD; the excess burden is
larger under RD than under no RD.
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Effects of RD Changes in the cost of solar panels

Welfare impacts of EE investment subsidies (no RD)

dWnoRD

ds
= sηn

n
q̄
− (p− c)ηx ,q

x
q̄
,

where ηn: (own) price elasticity of EE investment (n);
ηx ,q > 0: cross-price elasticity of x w.r.t. q

• The first term: captures the usual Harberger excess burden formula for a
subsidy (‘primary welfare effect,’ Goulder and Williams, 2003)

• The second term: ‘electricity markup effect’
• Zero if p = c (marginal-cost pricing)
• With p > c, captures the effect of EE investment subsidy on the demand

for EE (due to an increase in subsidies)—subsidy on EE generates an
extra distortion on the use of grid-generated electricity
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Effects of RD Changes in the cost of solar panels

Welfare impacts of EE investment subsidies (under
RD)

dWRD

ds
= s

ηn
n
q̄

1−|ηx |
− (p− c)

ηx ,q

1−|ηx |
x
q̄

+ s
−
{
−ηx + ηn

q̄n
px

}
ηn

n
q̄

1−|ηx |

= sηn
n
q̄

{
1−

ηn
q̄n
px

1−|ηx |

}
− (p− c)

ηx ,q

1−|ηx |
x
q̄

The first term: captures the primary welfare effect
The second term: electricity markup effect
Both terms are larger in magnitude than under no RD
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Empirical strategy Data, Assumptions & Results

Empirical investigation

How revenue decoupling implementation is associated with:

• unit price paid by consumers

• aggregate welfare for states with RD

• welfare changes for states that would implement RD
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Empirical strategy Data, Assumptions & Results

Data

i. U.S. Energy Information Administration
• Utility-level characteristics ,monthly retail sales (MWh) and other operating

variables (e.g., net generation), and NERC locations in 1990-2013 (EIA
Form 826)

ii. Implementation of revenue decoupling by state

• Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC)
• Morgan(2013)

iii. Calculation of P-SMC
• average daily marginal damage per kWh (global and local pollutants) nine

North American Electric Reliability Corporations (Holland et al., 2016).
• System lambda reported to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
• Average retail price from EIA.
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Empirical strategy Data, Assumptions & Results

Data (Notes)

• Focus on investor-owned electric utilities; (nonprofits such as
cooperatives and publicly-owned utilities are excluded)
• (IOUs: 5.7% of all electricity providers, serving 68% of customers)

• Some utilities specialize in electric distribution while others are vertically
integrated (with generation units and transmission)

• Some utilities serve multiple states
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Empirical strategy Data, Assumptions & Results

Summary Statistics

Not Decoupled Decoupled
Obs Mean SD Obs Mean SD

Prices, US$
Residential 26529 0.10 0.05 2604 0.15 0.08
Commercial 25033 0.09 2.36 2602 0.13 1.20
Industrial 26552 0.09 0.06 2604 0.13 0.07
Total 27076 0.10 1.92 2604 0.13 0.07

Sales, mWh
Residential 26965 339442.73 581016.97 2604 421311.98 423642.52
Commercial 26495 242133.95 348246.78 2604 229376.05 309806.00
Industrial 26963 319665.25 575542.24 2604 380056.54 448338.11
Total 27169 898522.66 1388563.45 2604 1035947.37 1086132.57

Revenues, ’000 US$
Residential 26903 34429.07 65099.48 2604 53058.39 60194.97
Commercial 26496 13599.61 20727.02 2602 16102.14 20275.05
Industrial 26935 28032.04 59821.14 2604 42132.19 57165.99
Total 27126 75830.24 137737.76 2604 111859.17 124406.72

No. of unique state-utility 192 17
No. of state-utility-month-year obs 29,773
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Empirical strategy Data, Assumptions & Results

Identification Strategy

• Focus on changes of adopting RD within the same utility operating in a
particular state

• Use of difference-in-difference

• Combine DD with 1-to-1 PSM to develop the reasonable counterfactual.
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Empirical strategy Data, Assumptions & Results

Balancing Hypothesis

Figure: Quantile-quantile plot of log(price)t−1 - log(price)t−6 : Treated (RD) vs. Control
(non-RD) utilities (LEFT: unmatched sample, RIGHT: matched sample)
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The plot compares the distrbution of the log difference in electricity prices between t − 1 and
t − 6, t being the year-month of the RD adoption, between treatment and control groups using
unmatched sample (left panel) and matched sample (right panel). The data covers the period
2001.1-2012.12.
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Empirical strategy Data, Assumptions & Results

Effect on Price

Mean differences in electricity prices between utilities with and without decoupling.
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Note: Each point correspond to unconditional mean difference between utilities that adopted RD
and those that remain in the old rate-making scheme. The whiskers correspond to
1-standard-error bands.
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Empirical strategy Data, Assumptions & Results

Effects on Price–overall

Effect of RD on electricity prices, matched sample.

Residential Industrial Commercial Total
RD 0.020** 0.016* 0.016* 0.019**

(0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008)
R-sq. (within) 0.14 0.09 0.04 0.13
Observations 1176 1176 1174 1176

Time Fixed Effects yes yes yes yes
Utility-State Fixed Effects yes yes yes yes

Note: The table shows the result of estimating DD equation on the matched sample. Each
column in each panel is a separate regression for a particular outcome variable. *, **, ***
indicate statistical significance at 0.10, 0.05, and 0.01 level, respectively.
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Empirical strategy Data, Assumptions & Results

Effect on Price: immediate impacts

Monthly revenue decoupling adjustments in the United States (2005-2011)
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Empirical strategy Data, Assumptions & Results

Effects on Price–asymmetry

Tests for symmetry in revenue decoupling adjustments.

Residential Industrial Commercial Total

RD 0.013** 0.013** 0.011* 0.014**
(0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.005)

Higher growth (12 months) -0.006* -0.000 -0.004 -0.004
(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)

RD*Higher growth (12 months) 0.008* 0.004 0.008* 0.006
(0.005) (0.004) (0.005) (0.004)

R-sq. (within) 0.26 0.16 0.23 0.25
N 1176 1174 1176 1176

RD 0.018** 0.019** 0.017** 0.019***
(0.007) (0.007) (0.007) (0.007)

Higher growth (6 months) -0.001 0.001 0.000 -0.000
(0.002) (0.003) (0.002) (0.002)

RD*Higher growth (6 months) -0.002 -0.007 -0.003 -0.003
(0.003) (0.004) (0.003) (0.002)

R-sq. (within) 0.25 0.17 0.22 0.25
N 1176 1174 1176 1176

Time Fixed Effects yes yes yes yes
Utiliy-State Fixed Effects yes yes yes yes
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Empirical strategy Data, Assumptions & Results

Effect on Welfare

Note: All figures are in US$2000. States with red borders have P<SMC. States with blue
borders are decoupled states with P<SMC.
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Empirical strategy Data, Assumptions & Results

Welfare implications of Decoupling
Non-Decoupled States

Figure: Illustration of deadweight loss (efficiency gains) with revenue decoupling.
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Empirical strategy Data, Assumptions & Results

Welfare implications of Decoupling
Non-Decoupled States

∆Ws = (∆Qs · (Ps−SMCs)) +
1
2

(∆Qs ·∆Ps) (3)

Table: Calculated changes in welfare due to decoupling for non-decoupled states at an
assumed demand elasticity

Assumed elasticity 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.30

Change in welfare -47,436 -94,873 -142,309 -189,745 -237,182 -284,618

Source: Authors’calculation. Figures are in 2011 ’000$.

Magnitude: About 0.64 to 0.77 percent of the total electric expenditure of the country or an extra
cost of about $70-$83 per household in 2011.
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Conclusion

Conclusion

1 RD generated significant increase in the price, consistent with the model
prediction and contrary to the earlier findings.

2 The excess burden of providing subsidy to promote distributed generation
(e.g. rooftop PVs) is higher under RD regime.

3 Contrary to how decoupling is specified on dockets in many states,
decoupling adjustments have not been implemented symmetrically.

4 RD has generated negative effects in most states. This is because the
retail electricity prices tend to exceed the social marginal costs of
electricity generation in most states with decoupling in 2011, which
implies that further price increases due to RD would further amplify the
distortions due to gaps in the price and the marginal costs.

5 Decoupling ALL non-RD states would generate negative aggregate
welfare; the magnitude of which increases with elasticity.
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Next Steps

Next Steps:

1 Consider a dynamic model of RD implementation
2 Consider other outcomes in the empirics:

• Profitability
• Cost of capital
• Susceptability of bankcruptcy

3 Consider evaluating the policy in a dynamic discrete choice framework
and utiliize household level data
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Next Steps

Comments and suggestions are
welcome.
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Next Steps

Goulder, L. H. and Williams, R. C. I. (2003). The substantial bias from ignoring
general equilibrium effects in estimating excess burden, and a practical
solution. Journal of Political Economy, 111(4):898–927.
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